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The time-tested Malibu Compositech Fiberglass Floor
System is the first ever one-piece fiberglass floor liner
in the ski boat industry. There is no plywood to rot, or
seat base screws to loosen. Rather, seat bases are care-
fully molded-in as part of the floor, virtually eliminating
interior noise and vibration.

From the structure to the
perfectly straight upholstery
seams, the 1997Malibus are
designed to be the most
comfortable ski boats in the
world.

The carefully-designed driver seats feature both
high and low density foam for enduring com-
fort. An air-adjustable lumbar support provides
optimum support and driver comfort.

*As of September I, 1996 fJ





Precisely macf:1ined core aluminum is the
foundation of Malibu's patented pivoting
ski pylon. The pylon head incorporates
precision dual needle bearings to virtually
eliminate the possibility of rope binding
and significantly reduces rope wear for
increased skier performance and safety.
U.S. Patent Number 5,018,47

The patented Fiberglass Engine
Chassis System (FibECS)is
stronger than traditional mount-
ing procedures, due to its wider

engine mounting design and
through-bolted process. We dis-
tribute the load of the engine
over a greater area, resulting in
a more stable and quiet opera-
tion. Beneath the motor, FibECS
continues as a finished, molded

fiberglass liner for easier clean-
ing of the bilge and a perfect fit
and finish.

II





For skiers and
barefooters who

demand big
horsepower, the Mercruiser Black Scorpion is the engine of choice. The
Black Scorpion features the heralded Vortec Gen 1+ high horsepower
cylinder heads, creating a larger magnitude of torque and horsepower
throughout the operating range. And with over 7,000 dealers world-wide,
plus a one year parts and service warranty, Mercruiser has you covered
wherever you take the Scorpion.

The Malibu Monsoon 320 is the talk of the industry with its intelligent
engineering and state-of-the-art Electronic Fuel Injection (EF/). It features
the Vortec Gen 1+ horsepower cylinder heads and a high performance
roller cam that generates an incredible 320 horsepower. This is the same
head design powering the 1996 Chevrolet trucks and Suburbans. Indmar's
advanced electronics features a waterproof ECM with the latest calibra-
tion software. It is the heart of Indmar's 3-dimensional, total engine man-
agement system. Its durability is backed by a two-year warranty that
includes fuel and electrical systems.

II





Hand rails are

logically placed
for security of
passengers.

For 1997, stereo faceplates
have been conveniently located
under the driver's arm rest.

Six oversized cup holders accommodate
even the largest drinks and are conveniently
located throughout the interior.

II







ECHELON
What's in a name? If the name is Malibu's Echelon, it is the title of

reigning "1996 ski Boat of the Year," from Powerboat Magazine. Iftitles

don't impress you, the superior ski wakes and great ride quality of

the SV23 hull design will. Note the meticulous craftsmanship. Side

panels include storage compartments for ski gloves and personal

items. Thke a look around, you'll be able to see everything,

thanks to the indirect lighting featured in the gunwales and

bow storage areas.

Who says a ski boat
has to be basic?

Echelon offers a luxuriously appointed, spacious

interior, ';lnd a sophisticated, tournament-qual-

ity ride. It's a combination no other ski boat

company has been able to beat. Industry

boating magazines lavish it with praise,

but the real testament to its success

are the highly selective customers

world-wide who refuse to settle for

anything less.
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The Echelon features a
three-person observer seat
with locking bow storage for
the security of equipment.

.

The walk-through windshield allows
passengers easier access to docks and
provides increased cockpit ventilation.

"In the tournament ski boat world,
the Malibu Echelon has established the

level for everyone else to shoot foy. It's
the definition of quality and performance.))

WATERSKI MAGAZINE
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ECHELON LX
The open bow version of the Echelon features the same outstanding

skiability for tournament skiers, with the added versatility of a family

boat. The SV23 hull offers wakes good for kneeboarding , wakeboard-

ing and even barefooting.

A unique blend
of comfort, practicality

and performance.
But we didn't just think of the person at the end of the

rope, passengers are surrounded with a comfort level

only found in a boat this luxurious. Premium

vinyls and select multi-density foams are used in

every Echelon LX. The five-color gelcoat is

standard, as is the meticulous craftsmanship

buyers have come to expect from Malibu.

Quick response, easy handling and those

wonderful wakes make this an almost

irresistible choice for the family that

enjoys skiing as much as they enjoy

being together.



~

"The Echelon LX exudes

the kind of quality and
sportiness you'd expect to
find in a Lexus automobile. II

WATERSIG MAGAZINE
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Side panels with indirect lighting
provide additional storage for ski
gloves and personal items.

With a nod toward today's need to
stay connected to the world, even at
play, an additional storage center
with a 12VDCpowerpoint has been
added for cellular phones.







RESPONSE
Response. That's exactly what this boat will get from avid slalom

skiers. Powerboat Magazine's 1995 Ski Boat of the Year and official

towboat of the 1995 U.S. Open, the Response is simply the world's

best all-around performing ski boat. Plenty of storage space for

extra skis, plus an expansive cockpit that features extra lumbar

support for the driver and a slight recline for perfect visual

alignment, make this boat as popular with those behind the

wheel as with those behind the transom.

Graceful and effort-
less performance.

The smooth, soft wakes invite slalom skiers to

test their skills by taking that rope another

loop shorter, while the aerodynamic design

promotes efficient passage of air for

increased performance, decreased com-

ponent stress and quieter operation.

The sleek, rounded transom makes

skier entry and exit a breeze.
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Insulated, self-draining I
ice chests are molded
into the floor for convenient

passenger refreshment.

Locking glove boxes
feature a raised lip to
prevent liquids from
entering and an addi-
tional12VDC power-

point for cellular
phones.

I

"Solid puns, no spray and flat wakes at
every line length and speed are why this
is one of the top slalom boats in the world. II

lVATERSKI MAGAZINE
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RESPONSE LX
Take an exceptional slalom ski boat, open up the bow to make room

for family, and you've got Malibu's Response LX. It has all the power

and speed of the Response, in an open bow version designed to

accommodate a few more passengers.

The first open
bow to tow the

U.S. Open Water Ski
Championships.

The highest performing open bow in the indus-

try, advanced slalom skiers will love it because

it will tow them solidly through the shortest

line. The' SV23 hull provides exceptional

wake characteristics, and the softest ride

around. Families that take skiing serious-

ly will also love it because they have

room for everyone and power enough

for every kind of ride-be it wake-

boarding, kneeboarding, or even

barefooting.



"With its unique, open
bow design, the LX
immediately takes its
place among the best
inboard bowriders in

the industry."
WATERSIU 1I1AGAZINE

II
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The LX.'sunique open bow design eliminates

the tradifjonalwalk-through to maintain a full,

two-person obselVer seat and provide allthe

storage of a dosed bow.

The rear seat easily converts to a
comfortable full length sun deck.
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SUNSETTER
The Sunsetter has true AWSA-approved tournament performance with

no compromise on space for the entire family. The heralded SV23 hull

design not only provides state-of-the-art wakes for all-around skiing

but perfect stability for a smooth, comfortable ride even in rougher

water conditions. A higher freeboard provides passengers a safer
and drier ride.

Exceptional skiability,
ultra smooth ride,
enormous storage.

Just how can the Sunsetter maintain such high per-

formance standards and still provide exceptional

space necessary for family and friends? By adding

twcybody.1ines and flaring out the hull sides our

engineers were able to keep the wetted surface

small while providing unparalleled interior

space. WaterSki Magazine boldly states,
"The Sunsetter remains the boat that

gives open -bow inboards a good name.

Whether you're running the course or

cruising the open water, the

Sunsetter pleases. II
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The Sunsetter's unusually
roomy bow comfortably
accommodates adults as
well as children.

The Sunsetter has more storage
than any comparable size inboard,
including this huge ski and wake-
board storage behind the rear seat,
which features gas-assisted shocks
for easier access.

"A comfortable combination of seating,
storage and alternative s7ciabiIity make
the Sunsetter a boat in which everyone
feels spoiled. It's not just a great s7ciboat.
It's a great boat period. II

PI

0
WATERSKI MAGAZINE







SUNSETTER VLX
Why settle for just a bigger boat, when one can have the boat that

combines spacious storage and room for a family and a half with

excellent wakes for hard-core skiers. A deeper 23 degree V entry

provides an incredible ride quality while the spacious interior

allows comfortable seating for up to 10 passengers.

Great for a day on
the water, or an

intimate dinner cruise.
The Sunsetter VLX has abundant storage, including

ski lockers on each side of the gunwale, three

storage compartments in the bow and huge

storage space behind the observer seat. The

tow pylon has been relocated behind the

rear passengers, but in front of the motor

to maximize interior space while main-

taining exceptional performance char-

acteristics. And, like all Malibus, the

VLX can be equipped with the

optional Computron ATD.
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The VLX features a fu/l-size,

padded sundeck. An elec-
tronic lift raises the padded
sundeck, providing easy
access to even more storage
on each side of the engine
compartment.

Side panels include
storage for personal
items, complement-
ed with indirect

lighting for night-
time excursions.

"All of the new V-drives incorporate an
abundance of storage space, seating comfort
and good performance. With the proven
Sunsetter LX hull now on the VLX, you get

all that - and great skiabiZity too.))
WATER8IG MAGAZINE
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TANTRUM
I f you're looking for your first ski boat, the Tantrum is a great place to

start. But beware, once you've skied behind a Malibu, you'll settle for

nothing less. This value-priced boat will give first-time buyers all the

thrills they can handle, thanks to its powerful Mercruiser Magnum

350 engine, with a whopping 265 horsepower at the prop shaft

and a top-end speed of 47 mph.

A no nonsense
approach to quality,
value and awesome

performance.
A removable, three-person rear passenger seat

adds versatility for skiers who want to go

lean and light or share the excitement

with a group of friends. Its solid, all-

fiberglass construction comes with the

Malibu Lifetime Limited Warranty,

adding re-sale value when you're

ready to move into another boat.



Speedo and tachometer are
placed perfectly on the dash
for easier visibility. All other
gauges and controls are
placed within easy reach of
the driver on a center con-
sole panel to the left of the
foot well.

The Tantrum's fiberglass swim plat-
form accommodates full size skis and

is easily removed from the boat for
tighter storage areas.

"If you do your talking at the end of a
rope, the Tantrum gives up nothing to
boats twice its price. II

WATERSIG MAGAZINE
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FLIGHTCRAFT

Let's face it-some people are born thrill seekers. They just can't help
themselves. They want to go faster, farther, harder and longer than

anyone else. In water skiing, barefooters are usually at the top of
this list. It is for just such people the Flightcraft is designed.

We'll admit it.

The Flightcraft
is not for the timid.

That's why the Flightcraft is the top choice of serious
barefooters around the world-you know, the ones

who are looking to break all the records. It's also
the choice of those discriminating buyers who

can't resist the lure of speed, power and perfor-

mance. T~e kind of people who like to drive
superior machines - on the road or the

water. But guess what? This sleek little

gem isn't just a driving machine. Nor is it

just the perfect towboat for darede;vils.
After all, someone has to appreciate

the performance behind the boat.

That's why we included the roomy,

three-person bench seat for
observers. Go ahead, applaud.



~fbarefoohngisyour

game, this is about as
good as it gets. II

WATERSKI l\llAGAZTNE

..

There's an enormous storage compart-
ment behind the rear;providing plenty
of space for ropes, vests and gear.

The Mercury 200 EFI is the driving
force behind every Malibu FIightcraft.

II







CORVETTE
LIMITED EDITION SKI BOAT

The quintessential American sports car. Each generation has its

favorite model. Always sleek, always great performance, a legend of

American design. Now, for the first time, Corvette roars to life on
the waters of America with the introduction of the Corvette

Limited Edition ski Boat.

Another great sports
machine destined

to become an
American legend.

Malibu Boats Research and Development team

consulted with Corvette Designer John Cafaro
so that the Corvette Limited Edition Ski Boat

will immediately bring to mind the current
model Corvettes. It's a driver's dream

machine on water, and the most exciting

new boat on the market in years, for

the most selective of buyers. Malibu

will build only 125 Limited Edition
Ski Boats for 1997.

\;



16"

6 PERSONS

38 GALLONS

The Corvette
Limited Edition Ski
Boat transom may
remind you of the
first time you ever
saw America's
sports car.

A leather throttle knob bearing
the Chevrolet bow-tie is the first

indication this is a sports
machine that means business.

You'll then find vourself sur-

rounded bV a thoughtfully,
ergonomicallv correct driving
environment.

"Malibu's new Corvette Limited Edition

Ski Boat brings panache and performance
to America's waterways"

II

WATERSKI MAGAZINE
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Popcup Cleats

Hot Water Shower

As a new Malibu owner you can join Club Malibu.
Once a member of this exclusive club, you will be
invited to special dealer-sponsored events, and
you'll receive a subscription to the Malibu Slalom
Times Magazine, a Malibu Polo shirt two (2)
Malibu coffee mugs, decals and a personalized
membership card.

1m



FEATURES £5 OPTIONS

II Your Malibu dealer can provide a complete list of standard and optional equipment and colors.
Your Malibu dealer has up to date information on new colors and styles that often are introduced during the model year.

,. -~

f4;'b" 'b" 'b 'b $-
'> # Ji!' o o o o <:I"

Description ",l '?'>.. '?'>.. <.t,,'b <.t,,'b e" 'b" <t..o/

Mercruiser350C.I.MagnumH.O.- 265H.P. S S N/A S S S S N/A

Mercruiser350C.I.MagnumEFtH.O.- 290H.P. a a N/A a a N/A
,

Malibu Monsoon 320 HP. PFI a " 0 S a a a N/A

Mercruiser Black Scorpion 315 H.P.P.EI. a a a a a N/A

EFIMercury200XRIOutboard- 200HP. N/A "N/A N/A N/A S

1:1GearRatioTransmission S S S S N/A

lO-SegmentStopwatch N/A a a a a a a N/A

2 12-VoltOCPowerOutlets SI S S
""

SIS S

4-ColorGelcoat N/A S S N/A ttJIA S N/A

5-ColorGelcoat N/A a a S a S

AdjustableOriver'sSeat S S S S S S S

AirWaterTempIndicator N/A a a a a a N/A

All FiberglassHull,Deck,Stringers,andFloorLiner S S S S S S S

AilStainlessSteelHardware N/A S S S S S

TeleflexAnalogClock N/A a a a a a
:...0 ......,

a

AutomaticBilge umpSystem S S S S S S "r S

AutomaticBlowerOperation N/A a a a N/A

BarefootCompPackage2-SwivelBuckets&AftSpeedo N/A N/A N/A N/A NlA N/A NlA a

BiminiTop a a a a a a

Bow Lifting Eye a a D 0 0 a 0

BowStorage S N/A N/A N/A S S S S

BoatCover 0 0 a 0 a a

CarpetedMotor BoxBase S S N/A S S S N/A

#e" 'b'" 'b 'b $- .
'> 'bo($. Ji!' o o o o <:I"

Description "' '?'>.. '?'>.. <.t,,'b <.t,,'b 'b" 'b" <t..o/

CenterFloorLocker N/A S S N/A2 N/A N/A N/A S
.¥"

Circuit Breakers S S S S S S S

ChromeGas Cap& Vent S S S S S S S N/A

CoamingPads S S S S S S S S

ComputronATO(AdvancedTechnologyOashl N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A

ConvexRearViewMirror S S S S S S S S

DigitalClock N/A a a a 0 a a N/A

DigitalSpeedometer N/A 0 0 0 0 0 0 N/A I

OepthMeter/Alarm N/A 0 a a 0 N/A
I

DigitalTachometer N/A a a 0 a a 0 N/A

Driver'sAirLumbarSupport N/A S S S S S S S I

DualAirguideSpeedometers a S S S S S S S

S3
I

FibECSIl(PatentedFiberglassEngineChassisSystem) S S S S S S ,! N/A

GasMotorBoxLifts S S S4 S S N/A
,

GraphicSpeedAnalyzer N/A a a a a a a N/A
.1
I

Heater12or3Outletl 0 0 0 a 0 0 N/A
I
i

Heavy-duty22oz.SyntecMarineCarpeting 160z S S S S S S I
Deluxe40oz.SyntecMarineCarpet N/A! a a 0 a a 0 0I

Heavy-dutyTransomTieDownRings S S S S S S S

Horn S S S S S S S

a a
"

HotWaterShower a 0 a a 0 N/A

DeluxeHotWaterShower N/A N/A N/A a 0 N/A N/A ;'
Hydro-PhonicDampeningSystem S S NlA S S S N/A

!I
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Description

IndirectStorage Lighting

Integrated Gelcoat Graphics

Lighted Bow Storage

III Lighted Gunnel Storage
I

S

Lockable Glove Box

Malibu Electronic Management System

,. ,Mercruiser Audio Alarm Warning System

11 Molded-In Fiberglass Ice Chest

Netted Storage

Observer's Seat (Aft Facing)

Lockable Bow Storage

Oversized Cup Holders

Padded Motor Box With Stainless Steel Hinges

Polyethylene Fuel Tank

I) Patented Swivel Head Pylon

Polyethylene Seat Frames and Seat Bases

Pop Up Cleats

Rear Storage

) IRearSunDeck
I

Recessed Driver's Footwell

Removable Rear Access Panel

Removable Teak Swim Step

Side Ski Storage

FEATURES

S S S

S

S

S

S S

&' OPTIONS

S

S

Description

Stainless Steel Bow Rails

Step Pads

Storage Under Bow Seats

Surged Carpet Edges

Stereo: JVC w/CD Changer, 240 Watt Amp, Subwoofer

Tachometer

Transferable Lifetime Limited Warranty

Interior Safety Handles

Transom Grab Handle

Triple Fins

Wrap Around Walk-Thru Tempered Safety Glass Windshield

Custom Wood Grain Dash & Throttle Package

S Standard

S

1 112-Volt DC Power Outlet

2 EffeCtive 8/20/96

N/A

S S S

1Fin

N/A

N/A

~

S S

S

S S

SS

0 0 0 0 0

0 Optional N/A Not Available

S S S

0

S S

0

S

3 Original ~ibECS

4 Electronic

5 Fiberglass Swim Platform

6 Contoured Lexan Windshield

0

Weights and measurements are estimates and can vary from boat to boat due to equipment variations.
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S

S I S

S h SI S

S

S

N/A
'"
S

S

S

S

S SSS S

S

0

S

0 ~S S

0

S S

00

N/A

N/A

0

S S

S

N/A

N/A

N/A

S

N/A

S

N/A

S

S S

S

S

SS

S

S

S

N/A5
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